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Background
• Overview: Evaluate the use of connectors to 
transport fuel from a seabase ashore to support 
Marine Corps missions.
• Objective: Generate daily schedules to satisfy 
demand for fuel on land given available 
connectors. 
• Impact: The results of this project will inform 
the Marine Corps on the best use of fuel 
connectors in expeditionary missions. Scenario with three ships in seabase and four nodes ashore that 
require fuel
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Results
• All three models combined into one code framework in Python.
• User enters reasonable planning input in six CSVs.
• Deconflicts multiple ships sending multiple connectors to multiple 
land nodes by limiting potential congestion when connectors load 
or unload.
• Generates Marine Expeditionary Unit schedules with four 
connector types in under 1 minute.
• Allows for what-if analysis to plan for uncertain connector 
availability (e.g., maintenance or other mission needs).
Future Work
• Improve model to generate better schedules 
more quickly.
• Incorporate personnel, vehicles, and pallets of 
equipment into the models to produce a more 
comprehensive planning tool.
• Scale the models and algorithms up to larger 
scenarios, such as those involving Marine 
Expeditionary Brigades.
• Integrate future combat chip-to-shore systems.
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Number of runs required by each connector 
type as we vary the MV-22 availability
Models
• Quickest Flow Model: Dynamic network flow 
model to compute the optimal number of round-
trips for each connector type to each land node to 
meet the demand for fuel on shore as quickly as 
possible.
• Assignment Heuristic: Assigns round-trips from 
ships to land nodes in order and allows us to bypass 
slow mixed integer linear program.
• Scheduler Linear Program: Creates final minute-
by-minute schedule of each round-trip to minimize 
average delivery time.
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